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Abstract. This paper deals with the properties of a special differential operator with respect to
the general decomposition of tensor fields on manifolds with affine connection. It is shown
that properties of a special differential operator are transferred to the components of a given
decomposition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The trace decomposition of tensors on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifoldMn
was described by Weyl [8]. This decomposition problem may be naturally general-
ized for certain cases (see for example [2, 4–7, 9]).
In this paper, we generalize some results from [3] concerning decompositions of
tensors and tensor fields. Crasmareanu [1] has studied decompositions of tensor fields
for the case of covariant derivative of such tensors which satisfy certain conditions.
We consider a special differential operator and generalize those results.
2. GENERAL DECOMPOSITION OF TENSORS
It is well known that on every manifold Mn, a positive definite metric g determin-
ing the structure of a Riemannian manifold may be introduced. For practical reasons
(e. g., in theoretical physics), the pseudo-Riemannian manifolds with an indefinite
pseudometric g are considered, too. In what follows, we will use in both cases the
terms of Riemannian manifold and metric.
Let Mn be a manifold with a metric g. We introduce the following notation: For
every ordered system of indices i1; i2; : : : ; iq , 1  i  n, and every pair .i; iﬀ /,
 < ﬀ , of them, we denote by
.;ﬀ/
M
i1;i 1

g iC1iﬀ 1
ﬀ
g iﬀC1 iq
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the tensor of the type .0; q   2/, where the -th and the ﬀ -th indices are omitted.
Then we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let Ti1iq be a .0; q/-tensor and
.ik1 ; il1/; .ik2 ; il2/; : : : ; .iks ; ils /; s 
1
2
q.q   1/; (2.1)
be pairs of indices satisfying kﬀ < lﬀ . Then there exists the decomposition of the
tensor Ti1iq of the form
Ti1  iq D
zTi1  iq C
sX
ﬀD1
gikﬀ ilﬀ 
.kﬀ ;lﬀ /
M
i1;ikﬀ 1
kﬀ
g ikﬀC1ilﬀ 1
lﬀ
g ilﬀC1 iq
; (2.2)
where the tensor zT satisfies
zTi1 ikﬀ  ilﬀ  iq  g
ikﬀ ilﬀ D 0; (2.3)
for all indices .2:1/. The tensor zT is uniquely determined and
.kﬀ ;lﬀ /
M are certain
tensors of the type .0; q   2/.
Proof. Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold with metric g. Now, let us consider an
a priori chosen point x0 at Mn. Values of metric g as well as all the given tensors
will be considered in x0.
Taking a coordinate system in which the matrix of g fulfills
gij D g0 D; where g0 2 R; and D D diag.1;1; : : : ;1/; (2.4)
we obtain the inverse matrix g 1 in the form of
gij D g 10 D: (2.5)
The existence of the coordinated system above is guaranteed only for the concrete
point x0. A metric (2:4) exists globally in Euclidean and pseudo-Euclidean spaces.
Therefore, the relation (2:3) may be written as
nX
kﬀ ;kﬀD1
zTi1 ikﬀ  ilﬀ  iq  gikﬀ ilﬀ D 0: (2.6)
Let us define the inner product  on T 0q by
1
T 
2
T
def
D
nX
i1;:::;iqD1
1
T i1iq 
2
T i1  iq : (2.7)
Now, let us construct a linear subspace

T  T 0p which is generated by all the
tensors of the form
sX
ﬀD1
gikﬀ ilﬀ 
.kﬀ ;lﬀ /
M
i1;ikﬀ 1
kﬀ
g ikﬀC1ilﬀ 1
lﬀ
g ilﬀC1 iq
: (2.8)
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Considering a linear subspace in T 0p which contains all the tensors fulfilling (2.3), we
obtain zT 

T D 0 for any tensors zT of this subspace in the obvious way. Therefore,
this subspace is contained in the orthogonal complement of the subspace

T , which
implies the unicity of the decomposition (2.2) of the tensor Ti1ip . 
3. SPECIAL DECOMPOSITIONS OF TENSORS
Comparing the decomposition in the following theorem with decompositions in
Theorem 1 (and Theorem 4) as well as in the fundamental theorem proved by Weyl
(see [8]), we may remark that in the following one, not only tensor zT is uniquely
determined but also all tensors
./
M .
Theorem 2. Let Ti1i2  iq be a .0; q/-tensor and
.i1; i2/; .i1; i3/ ; : : : ; .i1; iq/ (3.1)
be some pairs of indices. Then for n > q   1 there exists the unique decomposition
of Ti1iq of the form
Ti1  iq D
zTi1  iq C
nX
ﬀD2
gi1iﬀ 
.1;ﬀ/
M 1
g i2;is 1
ﬀ
g isC1 iq
; (3.2)
where zTi1iq satisfies
zTi1iﬀ iq  g
i1iﬀ D 0; (3.3)
for any pairs of indices .3:1/. The tensor zT and all .0; q   2/-tensors
.i1iﬀ /
M are
uniquely determined.
Proof. With respect to Theorem 1 we are only to prove the uniqueness of the
tensors
.i1iﬀ /
M . Contracting (3.2) with gi1is for s D 2; : : : ; n and using (3.3) for the
tensor zT , we obtain the following system of linear equations
Ti1:::iq g
i1is D 0C n 
.1;ﬀ/
M 1
g i2;is 1
ﬀ
g isC1 iq
C
qX
ﬀD2;ﬀ 6Ds
M1
g i2iﬀ 1
ﬀ
g iﬀC1is 1
s
g isC1 iq
:
(3.4)
It follows from the fixed point theorem that such system of equations with variables
.i1i2/
M ; : : : ;
.i1in/
M has for n > q   1 exactly one solution. 
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Let us recall the raising indices of tensors. If given a tensor T of the type .0; pCq/,
we may construct a tensor of the type .p; q/ by the following:
T
i1ip
j1jq
def
D gi11gi22    gippT1 pj1 jq : (3.5)
Raising indices, we obtain from Theorem 2 the known unique decomposition of
the tensor T i1i2ip :
T
i1
i2ip
D zT
i1
i2ip
C 
i1
i2
12
M i3ip C 
i1
i3
13
M i2i4ip C    C 
i1
ip
1p
M i2ip 1 ; (3.6)
where the tensor zT is traceless, i. e.,
zT  D 0 (3.7)
and the tensor zT as well as the .0; p   1/-tensors
1
M are uniquely determined.
As we have mentioned above, the decomposition (3.6) is presented by Weyl in [8],
but the uniqueness of tensors
1
M is not contained there.
In view of (3.5), Theorem 1 implies immediately
Theorem 3. Let T j1jqi1ip be a .p; q/-tensor and
.ik1 ; jl1/; .ik2 ; jl2/ ; : : : ; .iks ; jls /; s  p q; (3.8)
be pairs of indices satisfying 1  kﬀ  p; 1  lﬀ  q.
Then there exists a decomposition of Ti1ip of the form
T
i1ip
j1jq
D zT
i1ip
j1jq
C
sX
ﬀD1

ikﬀ
jlﬀ

.kﬀ /
M
.lﬀ /
i1;ikﬀ 1
kﬀ
g ikﬀC1 ip
j1;jlﬀ 1
lﬀ
g jlﬀC1 jq
; (3.9)
where the tensor zT satisfies
zT
i1 ikﬀ  ip
j1 jlﬀ  jq
 
jlﬀ
ikﬀ
D 0; (3.10)
for any indices .3:8/. The tensor zT is uniquely determined and
.kﬀ /
M
.lﬀ /
are certain
tensors of the type .p   1; q   1/.
The condition (3.10) means that the tensor zT is traceless over any pair of indices
(3.8). This may be expressed by
zT
i1 ikﬀ 1  ikﬀC1 ip
j1 jlﬀ 1  jlﬀC1 jq
D 0: (3.11)
Let us remark that Theorem 3 holds on every manifold since the metric tensor (which
was used in the proof of Theorem 1) may be constructed in any case.
Immediately, we obtain the following Theorem, which is presented in [3, 6].
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Theorem 4. Let T j1jpi1ip be a tensor of the type .p; q/. If n C 1  p C q, then
there exists the unique decomposition of T j1jpi1ip in the following form.
Ti1ip D
zTi1ip C
minfp;qgX
tD1
X
L

i1
jﬀ1

i2
jﬀ2
   
it
jﬀt
?
M  ; (3.12)
where
 D

1; 2; : : : ; t D 1; 2; : : : ; p .1 < 2 <    < t /
ﬀ1; ﬀ2; : : : ; ﬀt D 1; 2; : : : ; q .ﬀi are mutually different/ ;
? D

1 2    t
ﬀ1 ﬀ2    ﬀt
ﬀ (3.13)
and tensors zTi1ip and

M are traceless.
4. SPECIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR L
Now, let us introduce the following concept on tensors of the type .p; q/.
Definition 1. A map L W T pq 7! T
p
q is said to be a special differential operator if
for any tensors
1
T ,
2
T the following properties are satisfied:
L.
1
T 
2
T / D L
1
T  L
2
T ;
L.
1
T 
2
T / D L
1
T 
2
T C
1
T  L
2
T ;
Lg D 0I L D 0:
(4.1)
By  we denote the Kronecker tensor.
Let us give some examples of the operator L:
(a) r — the covariant derivative, i. e., r is an affine connection on Mn
(b) R — “semisymmetric” operator; T R is in the coordinate description defined
by
rlrmT
h1:::hp
i1:::iq
  rmrlT
h1:::hp
i1:::iq
:
Using the Bianci identity, we may write T R in the form
 T
:::hp
i1:::iq
R
h1
lm
       T
h1:::
i1:::iq
R
hp
lm
C T
h1:::hp
:::iq
Ri1lm C    C T
h1:::hp
i1:::
Riqlm; (4.2)
where Rh
ijk
are components of a Riemannian tensor R on Mn.
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(c) Z — “pseudosymmetric” operator; this operator is defined analogously as
the previous one — in the formula (4.2), we replace the tensorR by the tensor
Z defined as follows
Zhijk D R
h
ijk   B.
h
kgij   
h
j gik/;
where B is a function on Mn.
5. ON MANIFOLDS WITH LT D 0
It is well known that a symmetric manifold in the sense of Cartan is characterized
by the condition
rR D 0:
Projective symmetric and conformal symmetric manifolds are characterized by the
conditions
rW D 0 and rC D 0; respectivelyI
by W and C we denote the Weyl tensors of projective and conformal curvature,
respectively.
Semisymmetric and pseudosymmetric manifolds are characterized by the condi-
tions
RR D 0 and RZ D 0; respectively:
Further, projective and conformal semisymmetric manifolds are characterized by
W R D 0 and CR D 0; respectively: (5.1)
Replacing in (5.1) the Riemannian tensor by the Weyl tensor, we obtain the character-
ization of projective pseudosymmetric and conformal pseudosymmetric manifolds.
It follows from these remarks that it is useful to investigate manifolds with a gen-
eral condition LT D 0.
Applying Definition 1 of the operator L and Theorem 1, we may prove the follow-
ing lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let T be a tensor of the type .0; p/ with the decomposition .2:2/ for
the selected pairs of indices .2:1/. If L zT D 0 and L

M D 0, where  D .kﬀ ; lﬀ /,
then LT D 0.
Lemma 2. Let T be a tensor of the type .0; p/ with the decomposition .2:2/ for
the selected pairs of indices .2:1/. If LT D 0 then L zT D 0.
Consider a C1.M/-module of k-differential forms 
k.M/ on a manifold Mn.
Then for any k-differential form  2 
k.M/, the special differential operator L
may be determined by the relation LT D T .
Let a 1-differential form ! 2 
1.M/ with
rXT D !.X/  T (5.2)
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be given (see [1]). Then we speak about T-recurrency. The following special cases
are well-known:
 rR D ! R, the Walker recurrency (or simply recurrency),
 rW D ! W , the projective recurrency,
 rC D !  C , the conformal recurrency,
 r Ric D !  Ric, the Ricci recurrency.
Therefore, it will be useful to deal with the case (5.2).
Considering a 1-differential form ! with (5.2) and choosing indices according to
the Theorem 2, we may prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let T be a .0; p/-tensor decomposed in the sense of .3:2/. Then
LT D !T; (5.3)
if and only if
L zT D ! zT and L
1ﬀ
M D !
1ﬀ
M (5.4)
where ! is a k-differential form in 
k.M/.
Proof. Consider a decomposition (3.2) of T for pairs of indices (3.1). First, let us
suppose
L zT D ! zT and L
1ﬀ
M D !
1ﬀ
M: (5.5)
Substituting (5.5) into (3.2), we obtain immediately LT D !T .
Now, let us suppose LT D !T . Applying L to the expression (3.2) of T , we have
LTi1ip D L
zTi1ip C gi1i2L
12
M i3ip C gi1i3L
13
M i2i4ip C   
C gi1ipL
1p
M i2ip 1 (5.6)
i. e.
!T D L zTi1ip C gi1i2L
12
M i3ip C gi1i3L
13
M i2i4ip
C    C gi1ipL
1p
M i2ip 1 : (5.7)
Applying the form ! to the expression of T in the form (3.2), we obtain
!T D L zTi1ip C gi1i2!
12
M i3ip C gi1i3!
13
M i2i4ip
C    C gi1ip!
1p
M i2ip 1 : (5.8)
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Comparing .5:7/ and .5:8/, we have
.L zT   ! zT /C .gi1i2L
12
M i3ip   gi1i2!
12
M i3ip /
C .gi1i3L
13
M i2i4ip   gi1i3!
13
M i2i4ip /C
C    C .gi1ipL
1p
M i2ip 1   gi1ip!
1p
M i2ip 1/ D 0: (5.9)
Contracting (5.9) with gi1iﬀ for ﬀ D 2; : : : ; n, we deduce a system of linear equa-
tions as follows
n  .L
1ﬀ
M   !
1ﬀ
M/C
pX
ﬁD2;ﬁ 6Dﬀ
.L
1ﬁ
M   !
1ﬁ
M/ D 0:
For n > p   1, such a system has the unique solution L
1ﬀ
M   !
1ﬀ
M D 0 for ﬀ D
2; : : : ; n, which implies that L zT   !T D 0. 
The following theorem is the consequence of Theorem 5.
Theorem 6. Let T be a .0; p/-tensor decomposed in the sense of .3:2/. Then
LT D 0
if and only if L zT D 0 and L
1ﬀ
M D 0.
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